
Innovation
Comes Standard
Leading the industry in HVAC&R 
technical solutions



Our Story
Optimum Air is a technical solutions company, delivering end-to-end management of heating, 
ventilation, air conditioning, industrial and process cooling and building automation across 
New Zealand.

Our commitment to sustainability is achieved through a proactive, integrated approach to helping 
organisations achieve energy efficiency in innovative ways.

Optimum Air was founded by Airmaster Australia, one of Australia’s leading HVAC service 
solutions companies. Airmaster was founded in 1988 in Melbourne from a small factory office. 
Optimum Air draws upon the vast industry experience to deliver Airmaster’s range of award-
winning services and solutions to the New Zealand market.

Our People
A geographically and technically-diverse workforce means Optimum Air is able to respond quickly 
to customer requests, and being a single source technical services company means that when 
customers engage Optimum Air, they only deal with Optimum Air people.

Our staff are fully-trained and work closely with our technology partners to integrate ground-
breaking technology to improve building services operations, efficiency and performance. 

Services and Solutions 
Optimum Air prides itself on delivering a wide range of award-winning services and solutions right across 
New Zealand. Where once only traditionally prescribed service and maintenance of HVAC systems 
was carried out, modern advances in technology, energy management, controls, automation and asset 
management now drive our integrated service delivery model.

Service & Maintenance
With Optimum Air, you can depend on our 24 hour a day response team and technical 
specialists to limit the cost of down time.

Controls & Automation
Redefine what is possible by enabling your building to constantly improve operation, 
efficiency and innovation by consolidating multiple systems into a single platform.

Fire Services
Optimum Fire is an Essential Safety Measures (ESM) solution that complements Optimum 
Air’s range of products and services.

Projects & Installations
From procurement through to installation, commissioning and maintenance; our team 
ensure your objectives are understood and delivered with optimised performance.

Asset Life Cycle Management 
Strategically manage the identification, life cycle and capital expenditure planning of building 
assets using benchmarked processes and industry-leading practices.

Smart Asset Management
eValuate is Optimum Air’s exclusive 
enterprise solution in Capital Asset 
Management that strategically 
manages the identification, life 
cycle and capital expenditure 
planning of building assets using 
benchmarked processes and 
industry-leading practices.

Fully Automated
An easy to use automated program results in a 
comprehensive OH&S audit, register and cost 
replacement pricing. 

Life Cycle Predictions
Individual asset life cycle predictions for up to 40 
years, driven by a context sensitive audit platform 
covering 120 data points.

Ensures Regulatory Compliance
Achieves compliance with ozone protection 
regulations through a thorough refrigerant register.

Latest Technology
eValuate’s mobile app gives you complete and 
instant access to the status of your asset portfolio 
through the latest Dashboard technology.

Budget Forecasting & Analysis
Capital Expenditure budget forecasting for 10 years 
and beyond with detailed analysis and reports of 
assets through BI Dashboards.

Multi-disciplined
eValuate can be deployed across a vast array of 
asset classes, from mechanical services through to 
vertical transportation and security.

Condition Ratings
Provides an overall condition rating based on an 
advanced condition audit by asset component.

Driven by Specialists 
Fully qualified specialists and technicians ensure 
audits are full and complete, even in the most 
difficult asset conditions.
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Optimum Air is transforming the way maintenance 
is performed using the power of data by using it to 
improve the way your building operates. 

By combining 30 years of experience in service 
and maintenance with data analytics, traditional 
approaches are incorporated with the latest 
technologies, resulting in a powerful solution called 
Intelligent Maintenance.

In contrast to traditional maintenance - where an 
asset or component is attended to on a scheduled-
calendar basis, Intelligent Maintenance by 
Optimum Air provides maintenance to assets and 
associated components at the most cost-effective 

point in time, while maintaining reliability and 
ensuring peak performance. 

Intelligent Maintenance is powered by data. Data 
is collected from a building, where it is analysed, 
prioritised and actioned. When combined with the 
Intelligent Maintenance analytics platform, the 
data provides a continuous stream of actionable 
intelligence.

Benefits of Intelligent Maintenance

Intelligent Maintenance improves the effectiveness 
of maintenance by evaluating the condition of 
assets and components through periodic and 
continuous condition monitoring in order to direct 
maintenance activities, ensuring the building 
achieves peak performance on a continual basis.

Intelligent Maintenance reduces costs, improves 
building operations and results in happier tenants.

Retail Facilities

Commercial Office Buildings
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Hospitality

Industrial

Recreational Facilities

Our Markets
Optimum Air delivers services and solutions across a broad range of market sectors. With over 30 years of 
experience behind us, we have technical and sector-specific experts and knowledge on-hand that achieve 
bespoke, specialised results to all types of facilities.


